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1. Introduction. Let L he a linear differential operator. Eigenfunction

expansions for self-adjoint boundary value problems associated with the

differential equation Zx=Xx on an infinite interval have been treated by

various authors, beginning with Weyl [4] in 1910. Boundary value problems

on a finite interval for differential equations of the form Lx=\Mx, where M

is another linear differential operator whose order is less than that of L, have

been discussed by Kamke [3]. The purpose of the first part of this paper is

to improve the results of Kamke and to state them in a form suitable for the

study of boundary value problems on an infinite interval. In the remainder

of the paper the methods used by Coddington and Levinson [l ] for the equa-

tion Lx=\x are modified to study the equation Lx—\Mx on an infinite

interval.

2. Self-adjoint boundary value problems on a finite interval. We consider

the problem Lx=\Mx, Ux = 0 on the finite interval /, a^t^b. Here Lx

= ZXo £>Wx(n-'\ Mx= YJ-o qi(t)x^m-l), are formally self-adjoint differential

operators, with pi(t) and c7,(7) complex-valued functions with the properties

that pi(t) is of class C"-' on I, qi(t) is of class Cm_< on /, and po(t) and q0(t)

do not vanish on I. We also require that 0^m^n — 2. The boundary condi-

tions Ux = 0 consist of re linearly independent conditions of the form UjX

= ZLi [mjkx<h-1)(a)+nlkx«<-»(b)]=0 (j=l, 2, ■ • • , re). A value of X for

which a nontrivial solution exists is called an eigenvalue and a corresponding

nontrivial solution is called an eigenfunction. Let D he the set of functions of

class Cn on / which satisfy the boundary conditions Ux = 0. For any func-

tions u, v belonging to L2(I) the inner product (u, v) =fiu(t)v(t)dt is defined.

We assume the problem self-adjoint in the sense that (Lu, v) = (u, Lv) and

(Mu, v) — (u, Mv) for all u, vED. We assume also that there exist real con-

stants cf>0 and K such that (Mu, u)^d(u, u) and (Lu, u)^K(u, u) ior all

uED.

Lemma 2.1. Either every complex number X is an eigenvalue for the boundary

value problem Lx=\Mx, Ux = 0 or there are at most countably many eigenvalues

with no finite limit point.
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Proof. Choose c in a<c<b and let <pj(t, X) (j=l, ■ • ■ , n) be the solution

of Lx=\Mx such that (pf~l\c, X)=djk (j, k=l, ■ ■ ■ , n), where 5jk is the

Kronecker 5. Then every solution of Lx=\Mx is a linear combination of the

4>i(t, X). If there are p and no more than p linearly independent eigenfunctions

for X=X0, then every eigenfunction for X=X0 can be written as a linear com-

bination of these p eigenf unctions, and it is clear that l^p^n. The function

x(t, Xo) is an eigenfunction if and only if the coefficients Cj can be chosen so

that if x(t, Xo) = S"-i ci4>j(t, Xo), then Ux= 22j_i CjU<pj(t, X0)=0. This can
be done if and only if A(X0) =0, where A(X) =det [Ujtpj(t, X)]. If the matrix of

A(Xo) has rank (n — p), then X0 is an eigenvalue of order p and there are p

linearly independent eigenfunctions for Xo. Since the functions <t>f~1)((t, X)

are entire functions of X for each fixed t, in particular for t = a and t = b, it

follows that A(X) is an entire function of X. Thus either A(X) =0, in which case

every complex X is an eigenvalue, or there are at most countably many eigen-

values with no finite limit point, corresponding to the zeros of A(X).

Next, we consider the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem Lx

= \MxArf, Ux = 0 lor any function/continuous on 7.

Theorem 2.1. If for at least one value of X the problem Lx=\Mx, Ux = 0

has no solution except the trivial one, then there exists a unique function G(t, r, X)

defined for t, tEI and all X except the eigenvalues, and having the following

properties:

(i) (dkG/dtk) (k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n — 2) exist and are continuous in (t, r, X) for

t, tEI and X not an eigenvalue. Also, dkG/dtk for k = n — l, n are continuous on

a^t<r^b anda^r^t^b, X not an eigenvalue. For fixed t andr these functions

are meromorphic in X.

d"^G(r + 0, r, X)       dn~lG(T - 0, r, X) 1

(ii)-= - •
dtn~l dt"-1 Po(r)

(iii) As a function of t, G satisfies Lx=\Mx if t^T.

(iv) As a function of t, G satisfies Ux = 0 for a => = b.

(v) The nonhomogeneous problem Lx = \MxArf, Ux = 0 has the unique solu-

tion faG(t, t, \)f(r)dr, if X is not an eigenvalue, for any function f continuous

on I.

Proof. We define

<t>i(r, X)        • • •   0„(t, X)

1
K(t, t, X) =- ' ' for t =■ t

p0(r)W(4>i,---,<t>n;r)    0r2)(T)X)-..   4>r2,(r,X)

Mt, X) •   •   •     4>n(t, X)

and K(t, r, X) =0 for Kt. The Wronskian W(<bi, • ■ • , cpn; t) depends only
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on t since W((pi, • ■ ■ , 4>n; t) = exp— fTc(pi(s)/po(s))ds. Since the determinant

in the numerator vanishes when any two rows are identical, it is clear that

(diK/dt>)(T+0, t, X)=0 (j = 0, 1, • • • , re-2), so that d'K/dt' is continuous

in (t, t, X) for j = 0, 1, • • • , n — 2; t, tEI; and all X, as well as entire in X for

fixed (t, r). For 7 = re —1 or re, d'K/dt' is continuous in (t, t, X) for all X and

a^r^t^b or a^Kr^b. At l=r, dn~1K/dtn~1 has a simple discontinuity of

magnitude l/p0(r). For t^r, LtK=\MtK, the subscripts indicating that the

differentiations are with respect to t. It follows that JlK(t, t, \)f(r)dr is of

class Cn in t, entire in X for fixed t, and satisfies Lx=XAfx+/. We now modify

K(t, r, X) so that the boundary conditions Ux = 0 are also satisfied. We let

G(t, t, X) =K(t, t, X)+ XX i ci4>j(t, X) and attempt to choose the Cy so that

UG = 0 for fixed r. Then for k = 1, • • • , re we must have UkG = UkK

+ X^T=i CjUi4>j — 0. The determinant of this linear system is A(X), which does

not vanish unless X is an eigenvalue. Thus the Cy are determined as functions

of (r, X) continuous for tEI and all X which are not eigenvalues, and mero-

morphic in X for fixed r. It is clear that f\G(t, t, \)f(r)dr is a solution of the

nonhomogeneous problem. Since the difference between any two solutions of

the nonhomogeneous problem satisfies Lx=\Mx, Ux — 0 and X is not an

eigenvalue, this solution is unique. It remains only to prove that G(t, t, X)

is unique. If there were two functions G and G with the above properties for

some X which is not an eigenvalue, then as a function of t, G — G would be of

class Cn~1 and would satisfy Lx=\Mx for I9^t. Then G — G would be of class

C". Since X is not an eigenvalue, G — G would vanish identically, and thus G

is unique.

The function G(t, t, X) is called the Green's function of the boundary value

problem. If X = 0 is not an eigenvalue, then G(t, t, 0) exists. This function

will be denoted by G(t, t). The unique solution of Lx=f, Ux = 0 is

f   G(t, r)f(r)dr.
" a

Two functions u, vED will be called orthogonal if (Mu, v) = (u, Mv) =0.

Theorem 2.2. The boundary value problem Lx = XMx, Ux = 0 has at most

countably many eigenvalues which are all real and have no finite limit point in

the \-plane. If there exist eigenvalues, they can be arranged in a sequence

Xi, X2, • • • with Xi^X2^ • • • . There is a corresponding sequence of eigenfunc-

tions Xj which can be chosen orthonormal in the sense that (Mxjt xk) = 5lk. Every

eigenfunction belonging to an eigenvalue can be written as a linear combination

of the finite number of Xy belonging to this eigenvalue.

Proof. Let Xo be an eigenvalue and Xo a corresponding eigenfunction.

Then Lx0 = \0Mx0 and by the self-adjointness conditions, (Lx0, x0)

= \0(Mxo, Xo), (x0, Lxo) = (x0, X0ATx0) =X0(x0, Afx0) = A0(Afx0, x0). This implies

(X0 —X0)(Mx0, x0) =0, and since (Mx0, x0) 5*0, X0 = A0, so that X0 is real. Next
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we show that eigenfunctions corresponding to different eigenvalues are or-

thogonal. Let Xi be an eigenfunction with eigenvalue Xi and x2 an eigenfunc-

tion with eigenvalue X2. Then 0 = (Lxi, x2) — (xi, Lx2) =\i(Mxi, x2) —X2(xi, Mx2)

= (Xi— X2)(Mxi, x2). Since Xi5^X2, Xi and x2 are orthogonal. There is a finite

number of linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding to any eigen-

value, and these may be replaced by an orthogonal system of eigenfunctions,

using a well-known procedure, such that any eigenfunction corresponding to

this eigenvalue is a linear combination of these orthogonal eigenfunctions.

Since all eigenvalues are real, not all X are eigenvalues, and Lemma 2.1 may

be applied. If X0 is any eigenvalue and x0 a corresponding eigenfunction,

(Lx0, Xo) =X0(Afxo, x0), and since (Lx0, Xo)^K(x0, x0), (Mx0, x0)=^(x0, x0),

it follows that X0 = 7C/cf. Thus the eigenvalues are bounded below and can be

arranged in an increasing sequence. This completes the proof of the theorem.

To prove the existence of eigenvalues we require some properties of the

Green's function. We have already seen that for fixed t, t, G(t, t, X) is a mero-

morphic function of X, analytic in any region where A(X)?^0, and that the

zeros of A(X) are isolated.

Lemma 2.2. 7/X is not an eigenvalue and t, tEI, then G(t, r, X) = G(t, t, X).

Proof. Let /, g be continuous on 7 and define u(t) =f^G(t, r, \)f(r)dr,

v(t)=JlG(t, r, \)g(T)dr. Then u, vED and Lu-lMu=f, Lv-\Mv = g, by
Theorem 2.1. Now (f, v) = (Lu — \Mu, v) = (Lu, v)—\(Mu, v) = (u, Lv—\Mv)

= (u, g). Thus flfbaG(t, r, \)f(r)g(t)drdt=raflG(T, t, X)f(T)g(t)dtdT lor all con-
tinuous/, g, and this implies G(t, r, X) =G(t, t, X).

Lemma 2.3. Let Xo be a zero of A(X) of any order k. Then G(t, t, X) has, at

worst, a pole of order one at Xo.

Proof. For /, t£7 and X in some region 0<|X— X0| <p, we can write

G(t,r,\) =  £ hi(t,T)(\-\oY,
i=-p

with hi(t, t) = (l/2iri)fc(G(t, r, \)/(\—\0)i+1)d\, where C can be taken as the

circle |X— X0| = po<p in the positive sense. We must show that hi(t, t) =0 lor

i£ —2. Since G(t, t, X) is continuous on C, \hi(t, r)\ ^sA/p* lor t, tEI with

A independent of *'. Thus the series for G(t, t, X) converges uniformly in

a^t, t = & for every fixed X in some region 0<|X—Xo| ^pi. Let/be an arbi-

trary continuous function on 7 and define H(t, X) =f\G(t, r, X)/(r)cfr, so that

H(f, X)= £),"__, #i(0(X-Xo)', with Hi(t)=fbahi(t, T)f(r)dr. This series con-

verges uniformly on 7 for every fixed X in 0<|X—X0| ^pi. The function

H(t, X) is of class Cn in t for such X and is the solution of Lx =\MxArf, Ux=0.

Since Hi(t) = (l/2iri)fc(H(t, X)/(\-\0)i+1)d\, the 77,(0 are also of class C"

and the series 77(/, X) = ]C<1_j> Hi(t)fr— Xo)*' can be differentiated term by

term n times. Substituting in LH = \MH+f, [777 = 0, we obtain
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00 CO

£ (X - \Qy[LHi - {(\ - Xo) + \o}MHi] -/,£ <7yi7f(X - X0)s = 0

0' = 1, • • • , re).

Let r he the smallest integer such that Hr(t) ^0, and suppose r ^ — 2. Then

Lf/r = XoJIfff,, tffl, = 0, and LiTr+i = \oMHr+i + MHr, UHr+i = 0. Thus

0 = (LHr+l, Hr)-(Hr+i, LHr) =Xo [(MHr+l, Hr)-(HT+i, MHr)] + (MHr, Hr),
and (MHr, HT) =0, which implies Hr = 0. Now #<(<) =fbahi(t, t)/(t)c2t=0 for

every continuous /if i^—2, and hence &,(£, t)=0 for i^—2.

Lemma 2.4. 7/Xo is an eigenvalue of order k and yi, ■ ■ • , yk is a correspond-

ing set of orthonormal eigenfunctions, then the residue R(t, t) of G(t, t, X) at Xo

is - XXi yi(t)ji(r).

Proof. Since Lyi-XMyi = (Xo-X)Myi, yi(t) = (\o-\)faG(t, r, \)Myi(r)dT

As X->X0, (\o-\)G(t, t, \)^>-R(t, t), and thus y{(t) = -fhaR(t, T)My-(T)dT.

Since G(t, t, \)—K(t, r, X) is of class C" and K(t, t, X) is entire in X, R(t, t)

is also the residue of G(t, r, X) — K(t, t, X) at X0. Then R(t, t) = (l/27ri)

•fc [G(t, t, X) —K(t, t, X) ]d\, where C is a small circle about X0. Thus R(t, r) is

of class Cn in t and r. Since LG=\MG for t^r and UG = 0, LG(t, t, X)

-\oMG(t, t, \) = (\-\o)MG(t, t, X), c7G = 0 for i^r. Expanding G(/, r, X)

in a Laurent series about X0 and equating coefficients, LtR(t, r) =\oMtR(t, t),

UtR = 0. Since R is of class Cn in /, this also holds for t = r, and R(t, t) is an

eigenfunction at X0. Thus R(t, t) — XX i ai(r)y,(t), with the a,-(r) of class Cn

on 7 for »=> 1, • • • , k. Using Lemma 2.2 it follows that 5,-(t) is an eigenfunc-

tion atXo, and &i(r) = 23*_i b~piyP(r). It follows from y,(t) = —f%R(t, T)Myi(r)dr

that bpi= — 8pi and cjj(t) = —y*(r), which yields i?(i, r) = — ̂ f=i yKOyK7").

Theorem 2.3. If a function f ED is orthogonal to all eigenfunctions xk, then

f is the zero function.

Proof. For f ED we define iJ(/, X) =faG(t, r, \)Mf(r)dr. Then H(t, X) is of

class Cn in /, meromorphic in X, with at worst simple poles at the zeros of

A(X), and LH = \MH+Mf, UH = 0. At any pole X0 of G(t, t, X), the residue
of G(t, t, X) is — y.Li Vi(t)vi(T), where yi, • ■ • , yk are orthonormal eigen-

functions at X0. The residue of H(t, X) at Xo is — ̂ Zf.i yi(t)faMf(T)yi(r)dr,

which vanishes since / is orthogonal to each yt. Thus H(t, X) is an entire

function of X and may be written as 2Zc-o ai(t)\', with each at(t) of class C".

Substitution of this series in LH = \MH+Mf, UH = 0 gives La0 = Mf,

Ua0 = 0; Lak = Mak-i, Uak = 0, (k = l, 2, ■ ■ •). We now have (Afczy_i, ak)

= (La}-, ak) = (aj, Lak) = (aj, Mak-i) = (Maj, ak-i), and thus Wi+k = (Maj, ak)

depends only on j-\-k, not on j and k separately. Since H and its first re

derivatives in t are entire functions of X, h(K) = (MH, ao) is entire in X, h(\)

= £<"„ (Mait ao)X'= Zf-o WiK. Also, 2-1[h(\)+h(-\)]= £i"o JF2iX» is
entire in X. The Schwarz inequality for the inner product (Mf, g) is | (Mf, g) \2
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^(Mf,f)(Mg, g) for all/, gED. Thus W2\=(Mai-i, ffi+i)!g(¥aw, o«)

•(lfam, fl,-+i) = IF2i_2IF2i+2. If IF2^0, then IF2,-/IF2i_2= Wmw/Wm for

i= 1, 2, • ■ • . This implies that the series XXo IF2lX2i has a finite radius of

convergence, which is false. Thus IF2 = 0. Since W2=(Ma\, ai), ai(t)=0, and

Ma0 = Lai = 0, which yields a0 = 0. Now Mf=Lao = 0, and/=0.

Theorem 2.3 implies the existence of eigenvalues for the problem Lx

= \Mx, Ux = 0 as an immediate corollary. On D we have an inner product

defined by [/, g] = (Mf, g) =(/, Mg). Let 77 be the Hilbert space completion

of D in this inner product. Then 77 is a Hilbert space with inner product

[f, g] and norm ||/|| = [/,/]I/2. For any f EH, we define the Fourier coefficients

ak= [/, xk] for each eigenfunction xk.

Lemma 2.5. There is no loss in generality in assuming (Lu, u)>0 for all

u^O in D.

Proof. We have assumed (Lu, u) ^K(u, u), and (Mu, u) =d(u, u) lor some

real cf>0, K, and all uED- For any A> —K/d, let Liu = LuArAMu. Then

(Liu, u) = (Lu, u)-\-A(Mu, u)>0 for all uED- The problem L\x=\Mx,

Ux = 0 has the same eigenfunctions xk as Lx = \Mx, Ux = 0, and eigenvalues

X;t+A. Thus we may use Li in place of L without changing the eigenfunctions,

and we may assume (Lu, u)>0 from the outset. This assumption will be

made in the remainder of this section. We now have 0<Xi=X2=  • ■ • .

Lemma 2.6. Iff ED, then (Lf, f) = XX i \k\ak\2.

Proof. For any integer p, (L(f— XXi akxk), f- XX i akxk) ̂ 0. Thus

(Lf,f) - XXi ak(Lxk, f) - XX i dk(Lf, xk) + XX=i aflk(Lxu xk)^0, or (Lf,f)
- XXi \kak(Mxk, f) - 2Xi X*o*(/, Mxk)+J2lk-i \-ajSk(Mxj, xk) =0. Using
the orthogonality (Mx,, xk)=0jk and the definition of ak, we obtain (Lf,f)

— 2Xi X*|a*| 2^0. Since this holds for all p, JX= i X* | a* |2 converges and

(£/,/)= IXi X* | a* |2.
We now examine the convergence of the expansion JX=i akxk to the func-

tion /. It is easy to see that the partial derivatives G'-p-q)(t, t) = (dp/dtp)

■ (d"/dT'')G(t, t) exist for p, q^n — 1 if t^r and are continuous for t^r. Also,

G<p.«>(t+0, t) is continuous for t£7.

Lemma 2.7. The series XXi I ̂ (t) \ 2/\k converges for j^n — 1 and its sum

is no greater than G(,'',')(r+0, t).

Proof. Let w(t) be any function of class Cn which is not identically zero

and which vanishes together with its first n derivatives at a and b. The prob-

lem Lv = wu), Uv = 0 (j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , M — l) has a unique solution Vj(t)

= JlG(t, r)wu)(r)dT. Let Vj have Fourier coefficients a{. Then Lemma 2.6

gives JXi X*|aj[| 2^(Lvj, vf). Integrating by parts and using the boundary

conditions on w, (Lvj, vf) = (w()), vf) = (-l)'(w, vf). But integration by parts
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applied to vf(t) =fbaG<'-°'>(t, T)w^(r)dT yields

»f(0 =(-1/ f GUJ\t,r)w(r)dr.

It follows that

(Lvh vf) = (w,   j   G<-'^(t, T)w(T)dr) =  f    j   GiiJ)(t, T)w(t)w(r)dtdT.

Also, ai = (vy, Mxk) = (vh Lxk)/\k = (Lvh xk)/\k = (wu\ xk)/\k, and integration

by parts gives a{=(-l)'(w, x^)/Xa. Thus, for any p, ]>Jt=iMfl*l2

^XXi flflxf(t)xf(T)w(t)w(T)dtdT/\k. Now, substitution in the Bessel
inequality XXi ^k\a{\ 2^(Lvh vf) gives

r r rc<y,;)(i, T) - z xTw^w**] w^w^dtdr ^ o.

Since this holds for arbitrary functions w of class C" which vanish identically

outside of a closed subinterval of I, Rl[G~U-»(t, t) - XXi 4fl(04"(r)/X*]

^0, taking real parts. Letting r—>t, we obtain

GUJ\t + 0,t)^t \xT(t)\'/\k
fc=i

on a<t<b. Since both sides are continuous, this holds on the closed inter-

val I. Since the inequality holds for all p, G<>-»(t+0, t) ̂  XXi | xf(t) \ 2/X*.

Theorem 2.4. If fED has Fourier coefficients ak, the series XZiT-i akxin(t)

converges tofu)(t) uniformly and absolutely on I for j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n — l.

Proof.

£ | akx(J\t) | T = T £ (\kf\ ak\ ■   \x?(t) |/(X,)1/21
-  k=q -J I—  k*=q J

-    V-i  .      I I 2  -v^    I       O), .   I 2s 2-i x* | a-k I  2j I xk (0 I A*
k=q k=q

by the Schwarz inequality. By Lemma 2.7, this is no greater than

X>t| ak\2G«-»(t + 0, t).
k=q

The convergence of the series for j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n — l now follows from the

convergence of
CO

£ Xit 1 a* |2.
*=i

Thus /— X^jT-i at** is a function of class C"_1 which satisfies the boundary
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conditions Ux = 0, and thus belongs to D. Since/— XXi cTiX* is orthogonal

to all eigenfunctions, by Theorem 2.3, JX-iatXt converges uniformly to/.

The series can be differentiated term by term (n — 1) times since the differ-

entiated series converge.

Theorem 2.5. If fEH has Fourier coefficients at, then the Parseval equal-

ity, 11/112 = XXi I ak\2, is valid, so that XX i akxk converges to fin the norm of H.

Proof. For f ED, f= zX-i akxk, the convergence of the series being uni-

form. By Theorem 2.4, the series can be differentiated term by term and

Mf= 2Xi akMxk, the convergence of this series also being uniform. We can

multiply by / and integrate term by term, giving ||/||2= XX=i ak(Mxk, f)

— XX=i I ak\2. The result can be extended to the whole space 77by a standard

argument; see for example [l, Chapter 7, Theorem 4.2].

Let 4>j(t, X)[j = l, ■••,«] be the solutions of Lx=\Mx which for some

fixed c, a<c<b, satisfy <pf~l)(c, \)=8jk as before (j, k = l, • • ■ , n). The qbj

are linearly independent solutions and any eigenfunction xk can be written

in the form xk(t) = XX1 rkj<i>i(t, Xt), where the rkj are complex constants. The

Parseval equality becomes, for any fEH, ||/||2 = JXi [/, xk] [xk, f]

= 2X=i rkifkj[f, <pj] [<pi,f]. Here [c6,, /] is not a true inner product, but merely

a convenient designation for fbM(j)i(t)f(t)dt and [/, 0,] stands for the complex

conjugateof [&■,/]. Letg3(X) = [/,<£,]■ Then||/||2= XXiXX-i^*ygi(X4)gy(X,t).
Let the function p;3(X) be constant except at X*, p;,(0) =0, p„-(X+0) =p;y(X),

and Pij(Kk+0)—pijCKk — 0)=22PrPifPj, the sum being over all p such that

Xp=X*. The matrix p = (p,y) is hermitian; p(A) =p(X) —p(p) is positive semi-

definite if X>ju, A = (u, X]; and the total variation of p^ is finite on every finite

X-interval. The matrix p is called the spectral matrix for the problem Lx

= XMx, Ux = 0. The Parseval equality now takes the form ||/||2

= /-» /"<-, Ii(X)g,(X)t7plJ(X). We can also write the expansion theorem in

terms of the spectral matrix. By a straightforward argument we obtain /(/)

= /-» XX-1 4>i(t, X)g,(X)rfp,y(X), where the integral converges to/ in the norm

of 77. Note that these reformulations of the Parseval equality and the ex-

pansion theorem do not depend on the assumption (Lu, u)>0 for all uED

made after Lemma 2.5, but require only the original hypothesis (Lu, u)

s^K(u, u) for uED.

It will be convenient to denote functions such as G when considered as

functions of t lor fixed r by G( , t), and when considered as functions of x

for fixed / by G(t, ).

Theorem 2.6. The spectral matrix p satisfies 2i Im \fl^(dpjk(o-)/\ a — X|2)

= (d>'+k~2/dt>-1dTk-1)H(c, c, X), where Im X^O; j, k = 1, • • • , n; and H(t, r, X)

= G(t,T,\)-G(t,T,\).

Proof.  If Im X t* 0,  Im p ^ 0, let u be the solution of Lu — \Mu
= MG( ,r,p), Uu = O.Thenu(t)=fbG(t,s,X)MG(s,r,p)ds.Yetv = G( , r, X)

G( , t, p),  and  then v E D.  Also,  Lv = LG( ,  r,  X) — 7,G(  ,  r,  p)
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= \MG( , r, X) - pMG( , r, p) = \Mv + (X - p)MG( , r, p), and thus v

= (X-m)«. Now G(t, t, X)-G(t, t, p) = (}\-p)f»G(t, s, \)MG(s, r, p)ds. We
take m = X, and then 2ilm\JbaG(t, s, X)MG(s, r, l)ds = H(tJ t, X). Since

G(s, t, 1) = G(t, s, X), this yields 2i Im X/*G«'0)(/, s, \)MG«M(t, s, \)ds
= (d'+k/dt'dTk)H(t, r, X) for j, k = 0, 1, • • • , »-l. From Zxp = Xlfxp

+ (XP—X)7kfxp, c7xp = 0 it follows that xp(t) = (\p—X)flG(t, s, \)Mxp(s)ds.

Thus G(*'0)(£, 5, X) has Fourier coefficients xf(t)/Qs.p—X), and by the Parseval

equality,

co

2t Im X £ xp (t)xp (t)/ I Xp — X I2

P=i b

= 2» Im X f G°'0>(/, 5, X)MG(°'"(r, 5, X) cis = (di+"/d/dT)H(t, r, X).
•7„

Setting 2=r = c, and using 0)t_1)(c, \)=hjk and the definition of py*, we ob-

tain the desired result.

If the coefficients of M are real, we can write

»

Mx = X) (di/dti)[g^i(t)(dix/dti)],
i=0

with m = 2s and g,_, of class C* on a^t^b. Ii M has this form, if ( — l)*g,_i(/)

^0, and if the boundary conditions (7x = 0 include the ?re conditions x(a)

= x'(a)= • ■ • =x(«-1)(cz)=x(tY)=x'(tY)= • • • =x<"-1)(&) =0, then it is fairly

easy to see that the space H is the set of all complex-valued functions / of

class C8_1 on I such that/(,_1) is absolutely continuous on I,f(s)EL2(I), and

f(a)= ■ ■ ■ =/(.-D(a)=/(6)= • • • =/(»-D(&) =0. The norm of H is given

in this case by ||/||2= XXo (-l)'/fc-<(0| (<W)|2^-
3. The existence of the spectral matrix in the singular case. We now

wish to consider the case where the coefficients of L or M have singular be-

havior at both ends of the interval [a, b] or where a= — <x>, b= «>. It suffices

to examine the case of the infinite interval. For any finite subinterval 5

= [a, ft] of I we assign boundary conditions c7jx = 0 such that the boundary

value problem Lx = Mx, UsX = 0 on 6 is self-adjoint and the results of §2 are

valid. We now assume that there exist real constants K and d>0 such

that if u belongs to any Ds, (Lu, u)ss^K(u, u)s and (Mu, u)s^d(u, u)s-

Here Ds denotes the set of functions of class C" on 5 which satisfy Ugx = 0

and (u, v)s denotes the L2-inner product on 5. The new inner product on

5 will be denoted by [u, v]s, the norm by \\u\\s, and the corresponding Hil-

bert space by Hs. For any such subinterval 5 there exist real eigenvalues

~Ksk^K/d and orthonormal eigenfunctions Xsk(t), with [xay, xsk]s = 5jk. For any

fEHs we have the Parseval equality, ||/||? =/!!«, 2~lli-\ f«P0g5y(X)ip«y(X), and
the expansion theorem f(t)=fl„ 2~Ll,i-\ 4>i(t, X)g8y(X)rfps,y(X), with equality in
the norm of Hs. Here gSj= [/, 4>j]s, xsk(t) = XX i r»*A(<> X5*), and p5iy depends

on the interval 5.
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We have shown the existence of a Green's function Gj for the problem

Lx=\Mx, Usx = 0 on 5. We will prove the existence of a sequence of intervals

Sr tending to 7 such that Gjr converges. We have established a relation be-

tween G« and pa, and a limiting process will prove the existence of a spectral

matrix p for the infinite interval. It is known that there exists a function

K(t, t) which serves as a kernel in the variation of constants formula for the

solution of Lx=f. This function K is such that fsK(t, r)f(r)dr is a solution of

Lx=f on any subinterval 5 of 7, and K has the same differentiability prop-

erties as any Green's function. In particular, T^'"-10' has the same discon-

tinuity at t=r as G(n~1,0) if G is any Green's function, and G — K is of class

Cn_1 as a function of t. We will choose K(t, t) to be the function K(t, r, 0)

of Theorem 2.1, so that K(t, t)=0 for t<r.

Lemma 3.1. The set of functions {Gj} is uniformly bounded, and for »>1,

equicontinuous on every compact (t, r, X) set where Im X^O. If n = l, t = r is

expected.

Proof. Let the closed interval S0 be contained properly in the closed inter-

val hi, which in turn is contained properly in 7. Let f be any real-valued func-

tion of class C" on 7 such that f (t) = 1 for /£50 and f (t) =0 for tE&i- Define

the function J(t, r)=^(t)K(t, t) and let t£50, hiEh. Then u = Gs( , r, X)

—/( , t) is of class Cn on 5 except at t=r. In addition, u satisfies the bound-

ary conditions Usu = 0, and Lu — \Mu = LtGs — LtJ — \MtGs + \MtJ

= (\Mt — Lt)J, where the subscript / indicates that the operators L and M

are applied to Gs and J considered as functions of t. For convenience, we

denote ~KMtJ(t, s)—LtJ(t, s), for each fixed sEh, hy f(t). Then f(t) is con-

tinuous except at t = s, and, since J(t, s)=0 for t<s and tE&i, f(t)=0 lor

t<s and t E^i- Now we can write u(i) =Gs(t, r, \)—J(t, t) =fsGs(t, r, ~X)f(r)dr

=ftfit(t, r, \)f(r)dr. If 8i= [a, 8] this becomes u(t)=ffGs(t, t, \)f(r)dT for
each fixed sEh. If t<s, we may differentiate under the integral sign (n — 1)

times. Because of the discontinuity of Gj ~1,0) at t=r, we obtain uM(t)

=f?Gln'0)(t, t, X)f(T)dT+f(t)/po(t). It follows easily that Lu=\Mu+f lor
t<s. At t = s, M<"-1> is continuous since u^-^(t)=f^G^1,0)(t, r, \)f(r)dr re-

gardless of whether t<s or />s. Also, uw(t) has a simple discontinuity of

magnitude/(<)/£o(0 at t = s. Since u is of class Cn_1 and L is assumed formally

self-adjoint, it is easily seen, using the fact that Usu = 0, that (Lu, u)$

= (u, Lu)t, which yields 2i Im \(Mu, u)s = 2i Im (u,f)s. We now use |||y|||j

to denote the usual 7.2-norm of any function y on 5. The Schwarz inequality

gives |lmX|(ilfw, u)s= Im(w, f)t\ ^\(u,f)t\ ^|||«|||a|||/|||«». Since (Mu, u)s

=■ rf|||M|||j, I Im X| -|||m ||s ^ ^_1|||/|||»i- Applying this inequality to u

= GJ(,r,X)-/(,T)forre5o,|||Gs(,T,X)]|l5 = |||/(,r)|||5l + (l/i|lmX|)|||/|||j,

In addition, Gs(t, r, \)=J(t, T)+fSlG$(t, s, \)f(s)ds yields \Gi(t, r, X)|

£\j(t, t)\+\\\Gs(t, , X)|||S|||/|||{1.'Thus {Gs} is uniformly bounded for

rEho, hZ)hi and X in any compact set 5 in the X-plane where ImX^O. The
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symmetry relation Gs(t, t, ~K)=Gs(t, t, X) shows that {Gj} is uniformly

bounded for t, t£50, OSi, r\ES, provided 5 is chosen symmetric about the

real axis in the X-plane. For re>l,

Gl0,1\t,T,\) =Ji0,1\t,r) + f Gs(t,s,\)(d/dr)[\MtJ(s,T) - LJ(s,r)]ds,

and the Schwarz inequality gives the uniform boundedness of the set {Gj0,1)}

for t, tE So. X£.S. The symmetry relation ensures the uniform boundedness

of {Gj(0,1)}. Since {G«} is uniformly bounded and analytic in X, {(dGs/d'S.)}

is uniformly bounded. The uniform boundedness of all first order partial de-

rivatives implies the equicontinuity of the set {G{}.

This lemma, together with Ascoli's theorem, proves that there exists a

sequence of intervals 5r, contained in / and tending to I as r—» oo such that

the corresponding Green's functions Gr = Gj, converge uniformly on a fixed

compact subset Ti of a<t, r<b, Im Xt^O, which is symmetric about the real

axis in the X-plane. A subsequence will tend to a limit function uniformly on

a compact subset I^DTi. By taking a sequence {T,} tending to a<t, r<b,

Im X?^0, and using the diagonal process, we see that there exists a sequence

of Green's functions Gr which tend uniformly on any compact subset of

a<t,r<b, Im X^O to a limit function G defined for t, tEI, Im X?*0. Because

of the uniform convergence, G is continuous in (t, r, X) and analytic in X. The

relation Gr(t, r, X) =Gr(r, t, X) implies G(t, t, X) =G(t, t, X).

Theorem 3.1. Let G be the limit of any convergent sequence of Green's func-

tions GT of the set {Gj}. Then G is continuous in a<t, r<b, ImX^O (t^r if

w = l), analytic in X areci has the following properties:

(i) G(*'0) exist and are continuous in a<t, r<b, Im X^Ofor k = 0, 1, • ■ ■ .

re —2. C(n_1'0) and G(n'0) are continuous in t<r and t^r.

(ii)  G<"-1'0)(t+0, t, X)-G("-I-0)(r-0, r, V) = l/pa(r) for a<r <b.

(iii) As a function of t, G satisfies Lx=\Mx if t^r.

(iv)  G(t, r,\)=G(T,t, X).

(v) G(t,   , X) belongs to the class L2(I).

(vi) If fEL2(I), the function v defined by v(t) =fbaG(t, r, \)f(r)dr belongs to
L2(I) and Lv=\Mv+f.

Proof. The representation

Gs(t, t, \)=J(t, T)+ftlGs(t, s, \)[\M.J(s, t)-L,J(s, r)]ds

may be differentiated with respect to r n — l times under the integral sign.

Taking 5 = 5r and letting r—>» , we obtain similar formulae for G instead

of Gj. This proves the existence of the partial derivatives G(0,i> and the

relation (iv), which has already been proved, proves the existence of the

partial derivatives G(*'0).  It is also clear that G("~10) has the same dis-
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continuity at t=r as K'-n~1'0), which proves (ii). It follows from the repre-

sentation G(t, t, \)=K(t, r)+fhG(t, s, ~K)[\MS—Ls]j(s, r)ds that as a func-

tion of /, G satisfies Lx=Xilfx for tp^r, which proves (iii). To prove (v), we

use |||G,( , t, X)|||.^|||/( , r)|||Sl + (l/^|lmX|)|||/|||8l, where/ is defined as

in Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant A depending only on S0 and 5i such

that |||G8( , t, X)|||5 = (^/|lmX|)(|X|+l)+^. For SO, |||G,_( , r, X)j||i
= |||G5( , t, X)|||j, and letting 8—>7 via the sequence hr and then 8—>I, we see

that G( , t, \)EL2(I) for any fixed (r, X), Im X^O. For fixed (t, X), Im X^O,
G(t, , \)EL2(I) by the symmetry relation (iv), and (v) is proved. Finally,

if fEL2(I), then by (v) the integral fbG(t, r, \)f(r)dr[a<t<b, Im Xf^O] con-

verges absolutely and uniformly in t for any compact subinterval of I. It

defines a function v(t), and in exactly the same manner as in [l, p. 277] it

may easily be verified that vECn~1, i;("_o ;s absolutely continuous, and

Lv=\Mv+f. If fEL2(I) and u(t)=fsGs(t, r, \)f(r)dr, then Lu-\Mu=f,
Usu = 0. The self-adjointness condition (Lu, u)s= (u, Lu)$ gives (\Mu+f, u)s

= (u, \Mu+f)i, which gives 2i lm\(Mu, u)s=f&(uf—fu)dt. Then d\ Im X

■|||m|||2{ = |lm X|(Mm,«)j = \(u,f)s\ = |||w|||j|||/|||j, and thus |||« ,

^(l/d| Im X| )|||/|Hj. Letting 8 = 5r,r^oo, we obtain |||!/|||^(l/d|lmX|)|||/ ,

which proves vEL2(I).

If G is the limit of any convergent sequence \Gr} of the set {G$}, we

define H(t, r, \)=G(t, t, \)-G(t, r, A), PSjk(\) = 77^-1'*-" (c, c, X), and

Pjk(k)=H(>-l*-»(c, c, X) for j, k = l, ■ ■ • ,n.

Theorem 3.2. Let {Gr} be any convergent sequence of the set {Gs} and let pr

be the spectral matrix associated with GT. Then there exists a hermitian non-

decreasing matrix p, whose elements are of bounded variation on every finite

\-interval, such that pr(X2) — pr(Xi)—>p(X2) — p(Xi) as r—><» if p is continuous at

Xi and X2. At such Xi and X2, pJ*;(X2) — p;*(Xi) = (l/2wi) lime<0+ f\'1Pjk(v+ie)dv.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6, 2i Im \fZx(dprjk(o-)/\o--\\2) = P,,-*(X). Taking

\ = i in this relation and using the fact that prjj is monotone it follows that

flv(dPrjj(a)/(l+a2))^Prjj(i)/2i. It is easy to see that Ht1*-^, t, X) is

continuous for j, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n; Im X?^0 and that 77('_1,*-1) tends uniformly

to 770-1,*-i> on any compact (t, r, X) set where Im Xf^O for j, k = l, - - ■ , n.

It follows that Prji(i) —* Pa(i), so that Prjj(i)/2i is bounded and

fl„(dprjj(a)/(l+a2)) <A for some constant A and j=l, • • • , n. Thus

I Prjj(cr) | <A (1 +<r2), and if A = (Xi, X2], p,,-*(A) =p,/*(X2) — pr/*(Xi), the inequal-

ity \prjk(A)\2^prjj(A)prkk(A) shows that the total variation of prjk on any

finite X-interval is bounded independent of r. The Helly selection theorem

implies the existence of a subsequence of \pr} tending to a limiting matrix p.

Since each pr is hermitian, nondecreasing, and has bounded variation on every

finite X-interval, the limiting matrix p also has these properties. If Im X^O,

Im X0?^0, we consider/"„(1/1 o-— X|2 — 1/1 cr — X0| 2)dprjk(o-) over the intervals

(—oo, —p), (—p, p) and (p., oo). If we let r—»oo and then p.—>«>, this tends
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to the same expression with pTjk replaced by p]k. But the original integral

has the value Prji(X)/2i ImX —Pryi(X0)/2i ImX0, which tends toPyi(X)/2iImX

-Pjk(\o)/2i Im Xo as r^oo. ThusP,k(K) = 2i Im \[f--(dpjt(a)/\<r-\\ 2)+h],

where A is a constant independent of X, for ImX^O. Now, if p is continuous

at Xi and X2, lim^0+ f$\Pjk(v-\-ie)dv = lim^o+/v/-- (2iedpjk(a)/((o- -v)2 + e2))dv

= 2iri[pjk(\2)— pyt(Xi)], interchanging the order of integration. Since Prjk

—>Pjk, it follows that pr(X2) — Pr(Xi)—>p(X2) —p(Xi), and the theorem is proved.

If it is assumed that the equation Lx—\Mx has no nontrivial solutions

in L2(T) for any X with ImXj^O, the Green's function of Theorem 3.1 is

unique since the difference between any two functions with the properties

(i)-(vi) of Theorem 3.1 is a solution of Lx=\Mx which is in L2(I), and which

therefore must vanish identically. In view of Theorem 3.2, any condition

which implies the uniqueness of the Green's function also implies the unique-

ness of the spectral matrix p.

4. The Parseval equality and the expansion theorem in the singular case.

Let D denote the set of functions of class Cn which vanish outside a finite

subinterval of /, and let H he the Hilbert space completion of D in the inner

product [/, g] = (Mf, g) =fiMf(t)g(t)dt. Then H is a Hilbert space with inner

product [f, g] and norm ||/|| = [f, f]112. For any limiting matrix p, define the

space L2(p) to be the set of all vector functions g = (gf) \j=l, • • • , n]

measurable with respect to p and such that ||g||2 = /!!„ X"y=i I»(X)gy(X)c7p,y(X)

is finite.

Theorem 4.1. Let p be any limiting matrix. If fEH, there exists gEL2(p)

such that if gsj= [f, (pj]s, then \\g— gs\\—>0 as 8—>/. In terms of this g, the Parseval

equality \\f\\ = ||g \ is valid.

Proof. First consider a function/£D. If 5 = [a, /3] and a, (3 are near enough

to a, b respectively, then fEDs and ||/||2 = ||/||j=/-» X)w-i l5i(X)gJy(X)c7p5iy(X).

We know that \hk^K/d for all 8, and if A> —K/d, LiU = Lu+AMu, then

(Liu, u)s>0 ior all uEDs. Thus (Lif, /) = (£,/, f)i^T,'-i (Xi*+A) | ask\2

==/o° X3"i=i (X+A)g4i(X)gjy(X)<fpj,-y(X). We take g, = gu, and then for any

A > 0, (Li/,/)/(A +A)*S2 a., (X + A/(A + A))g,(X)gy(X)c7p«y(X)
= /x" Z«-i f.(X)gy(X)cWX). Thus 11|/||2-A Eu=i f > (X) gy (X) c7p«y (X) |
^ (Li/,/)/(A+^4). Letting 8—>/ through the sequence Sr, we obtain the same

inequality with pj,-y replaced by p;y, and then letting .4—»<», we see that

gEL2(p) and ||/||=||g||. Since D is dense in H, for any fEH there exists a

sequence f(k} in D such that lim*,,,, ||/— /<*>|| =0. If g(4) is the (vector) trans-

form of/(ft), the Parseval equality applied to f-h) — /Cp) gives ||/(*> — f(p)\\

= ||g(i)— g(3°||. Since the left side tends to zero as k, />—>°°, gw is a Cauchy

sequence in L2(p), and since L2(p) is complete, there exists gEL2(p) such that

lim^M||g-g(«||=0. We now have ||/|| =lim*., ||/<»|| = lim»,. ||g<*>|| =||g||,

which gives the Parseval equality for any fEH.

The proof of the expansion theorem requires some results about the oper-
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ator M obtained by Friedrichs in [2]. The Hilbert space 77 is a subset of

L2(I) and M, considered as an operator on L2(I), has a self-adjoint extension

(also denoted by M) whose domain DM is contained in 77 and whose range is

dense in L2(I).

Lemma 4.1. If fEH and PEDM, then [P,f]=fiMP(t)f(t)dt.

Proof. There exists a sequence /,■ in Dm such that ||/— /y|| —>0. Since

||/— /j||2^d|||/— /y|||2, |||/—/i|||—*0. There exists a subsequence, also denoted

by/y, which converges almost everywhere to/. Since/,/y, and MP all belong

to L2(7), MP] and MP],- belong to Ll(I). Now MPfj-+MPf almost every-

where, and fTMP(t)]j(t)dt-*fiMP(t)](t)dt. By the continuity of the inner

product, [P, /] = lim,-.. [P, /y] = limy_ fIMP(t)fj(t)dt= fiMP(t)f(t)dt.

Theorem 4.2. Let p be any limiting matrix, and let fEH- If g is the trans-

form of f, whose existence is assured by Theorem 4.1, then the expansion f(t)

=/-» X?m 0«'(*> X)gy(X)6fpiy(X) is valid, where the integral converges to f in the

norm of 77, possibly after redefinition on a null set.

Proof. Let A = (p, v] and define fA(t) = /aXX-i </>.'(<. X)gy(X)dpt-y(X). We
will show that after redefinition of fA on a null set,/— f&EH and ||/— /a||—>0

as A—>(— co, oo). If fw,fmEH have transforms g(l), g(2) respectively, then

application of the Parseval equality to /(1)+ip/(2) [p = 0, 1, 2, 3] gives

t/(1),/(2)] =/-- XX-i ^(Xkj'Wp.yO). Let PGZV and let Q be the trans-
form of P. Then

f MP(t)U(t)dt = f   itgi(\){ f *■■(/, \)MP(l)dXd-Pii(\)

=  f   X gi(X)Qi(\)dpij(\).
J A  ij=l

Also, [P, f]=fiMP(t)f(t)dt=f:„Y,i,j-igiWQiWdpii(X), using Lemma 4.1
and the Hermitian nature of p. Subtracting and letting Ac = (— oo , oo) —A, we

obtain fiMP(]-]A)dt=fAc'£tlj=1gj(r\)Qi(\)dpiJ(\). Using the Schwarz in-

equality, we find

I f MP(j-'u)dt\ gf  t g,(x)g,(x)(ip,;(x) f   X) 5i(x)0.-(x)*«W
I •/ / I       J ac >,y=i •' a« y,y=i

= I|p||2 f   Z i,(x)ft(x)*</(x).
•* Ac   i,y=l

By choosing A sufficiently large, we can make \fjMP(~f—]\)dt\ ge||P|| for

any e>0. The bounded linear functional fiMP(]—]A)dt defined for P in

the dense subset Dm of 77 can be extended to 77 without increasing its norm,

and this functional can be written as [P, hA] for all PEH and some hAEH
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with ||AA|| ge. For PEDM, JiMP(f-fA)dt= [P, hA] =fzMPh&dt, by Lemma
4.1, and fiMP(J—fA—hn)dt = 0. Since the set of functions MP for PEDM

is dense in L2(I), it follows that/—/a —^a belongs to L2(I) and is zero almost

everywhere. Redefining/a on a null set if necessary, we have f—fti = h&EH,

and ||/—/a|| ^ e, as desired.
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